Introduction
Liang Qichao (1873 Qichao ( -1929 is one of the greatest ideologists, educators, historians, and litterateurs in China.
Although he attached importance to political activities, he also wrote a lot of literary works. Liang has written
Localization and Intercultures
Anthony Pym applied sociology into his translation studies and put forward the concept of "intercultures".
Also, he used globalization of translation to present his idea of "localization".
Pym wrote in Method in Translation History that
Beliefs and practices found in intersections or overlaps of cultures, where people combine something of two or more cultures at once… Interculturality is not to be confused with the fact that many cultures can be found within the one society or political unit, nor with the fact that things can move from one culture to another… An unspecified number of translators can be seen as members of intercultures or as having some degree of interculturality. (Pym, 2007, p. 177) He thought that "In this very practical sense, localization is the adaptation and translation of a text (like a software program) to suit a particular reception situation" (Pym, 2004, p. 1) . In Exploring Translation Theories, Pym treated localization as one of paradigms of translation theories and thought translation is a part of localization, so he wrote: "Localization can involve a wide range of tasks; it usually concerns information technology and marketing, as well as language skills" (Pym, 2010, p. 121) . 
Interactions Between Early Translation and Creation in Localization
Interactions between translation and creation played a significant role in the localization of foreign literary paradigms. Liang Qichao translated western literary works in Japanese or English to grasp the literary and poetic genres to realize the political aspirations. At that time, most individuals were unfamiliar with the vernacular Chinese, so he used classical Chinese and vernacular Chinese in the translation at the same time to help others understand the western cultures and ideas. Based on his achievements, lots of writers and translators launched the New Culture Movement with localization methods and retained western poetic paradigms.
Liang's translation works were known as The Adventures of the Beauties and The Fifteen Heroes (that is, Two Year's Holiday); and the latter one was regarded as the first scientific work which was translated by our Chinese translator. In order to introduce some useful expressions into Chinese, he translated these works though he was unfamiliar with foreign languages and didn't translate the original version of these western literary outputs. Virtually, he obtained the knowledge of western expressions and used these language paradigms in the early translation and creation.
Premodification ("……的")
Example (1) Two Year's Holiday (trans. by Liang 1902) [ST] For half an hour Briant and his companions kept on to southward along the foot of the cliff; then they reached the right bank of the stream.
[TT] 沿壁南下，约半点钟，达于溪水之石岸。 Example (2) Two Year's Holiday (trans. by Liang 1902) [ST] Soon the side lights, red and green, rose above the water, and the fact of their being seen together showed that the steamer was steering straight for the yacht.
[TT] 歇一会又看见一红一绿的两个灯光，那船一定是向一条直线对正我们来的了。
In the early period of the New Culture Movement, writers and translators were trying to find a suitable writing style in the translation and creation. As a pioneer, Liang attempted to use different forms of premodification which have the same meaning like "zhi (之)" in classical Chinese and "de (的)" in vernacular
Chinese in the same novel to express the original meaning, and attracted readers who were familiar with classical Chinese to learn the vernacular Chinese. In this way, opinions and decisions about the localization translation of him would be accepted.
Modal Particles
Example (3) Two Year's Holiday (trans. by Liang 1902) [ST] "Yes, Gordon", answered Briant, who had coolly resumed his place.
[TT] 武安慢慢的翻起身回答道："不要紧哩，俄敦。" Example (4) The Isles of Greece (trans. by Liang 1902) [ST] The mountains look on MarathonAnd Marathon looks on the sea;
In his translation, Liang used modal particles to express the original meaning of dialogues, so readers could appreciate the translation easily for the reason that they said in this way. More examples about premodifications and modal particles can be found and we reach a statistic of expressions (see Table 1 ). In his translation, Liang used interrogative sentences with the vernacular Chinese to make sure the structural equivalence. Here we reach a statistic of interrogative sentences (see Table 2 ). 
Interactions Between Early Creation and Later Creation in Localization
Liang translated western literary works in his early literary career and used expressions he've took in literary creation. His letters, poems, novels, and speeches show his distinctive writing styles with detail. The translating and writing style of him shifted from using classical Chinese and vernacular Chinese in the early period into using vernacular Chinese only. Hence, features of his literary creation from different periods will be discussed.
Premodification ("……的")
Example (7) ……而群贤济济，至百数十人之盛，其特别之感想，殆难罄言…… ( The usage of premodifications of "zhi (之)", "de (的)" in Liang's translation and creation is significant which shows the change of writing styles in his literary creations in different periods (see Table 3 ). In compared with the usage of premodification, Liang used a great number of the classical Chinese character "zhi (之)" in his literary creation from 1898 to 1919. He expressed the cause that "although he intended to use the vernacular Chinese, it was difficult to translate it well. When he used the classical Chinese, translation became easier than ever" (Zhang, ed. 1999, p. 5674) . So he chose to use the classical Chinese and vernacular Chinese at the same time in order to translate and create in a localized way. Liang used vernacular
Chinese character "de (的)" after 1919 when the New Culture Movement had launched.
Modal Particles
Example (9) ……我们四万万同胞啊，快去革命罢：赶紧革命罢！大家都起来革命罢！ (1902) Example (10) ……诗是歌的笑的好呀？ ( 1922) One of the features of Liang's creations in different periods are modal particles. He used lots of modal particles in his translation and it affects his creations; but he also changed the using frequency of these words in the creation. Here we reach a statistic of modal particles (see Table 4 ). The data indicate that the number of modal particles in creation is diminished after 1919. But when compared it with the using frequency in his translation, the number of modal particles is increased. The reason why he used these vocabularies is that he attracted readers in his political writings by using modal particles which were used frequently by citizens before 1919. Along with the New Culture Movement, he no longer needed to write political articles to inspire the common people. Worked as a translator and a writer, Liang gave priority to the requirement of Chinese readers and culture to promote his literary creation.
Interrogative Sentence
Example (11) ……他忽然跑去蒙古做甚么呢？那里却有什么可图呢？ ( 1902) Example (12) ……怎么样他才会想我呢？ ( 1922) Interrogative sentence is one of the peculiar writing styles in Liang Qichao's literary creation. He changed the sentence patterns in an entirely new way after learning from the translation. Here we reach a statistic of interrogative sentence in his literary creations in various periods (see Table 5 ). In fact, interrogative sentence is both commonly used in English and Chinese. In accordance with the statistic of interrogative sentence in his translation, he absorbed this expression and localized it in literary creation; the number of interrogative sentence in his works barely changed in different writing periods.
Interactive Relations Between Translation and Creation
Writers who also worked as translators were easily affected by their translation works, and the linguistic characters in writing altered as well. 
Conclusion
Localization and its intercultures influence the literary translation and creation at the same time. Person who works as a translator and a writer can build new literary paradigms and genres in his localized translation and creation. Liang Qichao made progress in literary translation and creation after learning from western literary works; with his help, the language form in Chinese writing shifted from the classical Chinese to the vernacular Chinese. In this way, translation and creation works of Liang Qichao contributed to Chinese literature and showed the mutual influence in literary works.
